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Optimal Hashing 
R. E. KRICHEVSKY 
Mathematical Institute, Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk 630090, USSR 
A concept of complexity of hashing is introduced and studied with special 
attention to the lower bounds of complexity. A new class of rather simple hash- 
functions is developed. These functions are shown to be near optimal within this 
concept of complexity. © 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
I .  ~NTRODUCTION 
1.1. Statement ofthe Problem 
The question under consideration is: how to choose a good hash-function? 
First, some definitions. Let n and m be natural, E" be the set of all n-length 
binary words, D be a dictionary, i.e., a subset of E", [D I be the cardinality of 
D. A map f from E" to {0, 1 ..... m-  1} is called word-address (or key- 
address) map, f(x) is called the address of x, x @ D, a = }D[/m is called 
loading factor. The number m is the range of f on E". The sets 
{ f - l (k )~D} are called clusters, the vector i whose coordinates are the 
cardinalities of clusters is called the signature of f on D, 
i=ij(D)=(io,...,im_l), ik=lf -l(k)~DI, k=O,...,m-1. 
Obviously, 
The number 
m--1 
l i l= ~ i k=lD[.  (1.1) 
k=0 
1 m--1 
l ( f ,  D) = ~ k=0Z if - 1 (1.2) 
is called noninjectivity index, or, briefly, index of a map f on a dictionary D. 
If f is an injection, then I(f,, D) attains its minimum 0; if f is "the most 
noninjective map," i.e., its range equals 1, then I ( f  D) attains its maximum 
[D I -- 1. So, the index indicates how far from an injection a map f is. But it 
has one more meaning. Suppose the words of a dictionary D to be loaded 
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into a computer. The kth cluster of D forms an/k-length list, k -- 0,..., m - 1. 
The lists are separated from each other. It takes one unit of time to find the 
first word of the kth list ..... i k units of time to find the last one. The total 
• .. i -V~m-1 1)/2, the average search search time equals ~"~_-o 1 1 + + k - Z.~k=O ik(ik + 
time t ( f ,D)= (1/[DI) m-1.  • Y~k=o lk(Zk+ 1)/2, if all words have the same 
probability. One can find the last formula in Knuth (1973). The numbers 
t(f, D) and I ( f ,  D) are linearly dependent: 
t(f, D) = ½I(f, D) + 1. (1.3) 
It is more convenient o deal with the index I(f,  D) rather than with the 
average time t(f, D). But it is easy to restate the results for t(f, D) via (1.3). 
There are two kinds of methods to load a dictionary into computer 
memory and then to search for a word. For the first of them the index of the 
word-address map f equals zero. They are injective or collision-free. For the 
second ones the index is positive. They are called hash-methods, the map f is 
called a hash-function, f (x )  is called hash-adress of a word x. 
Keeping words with the same hash-adresses on separate lists as described 
above is called separate chaining. Apart from that, there are other ways to 
handle collisions (open addressing, etc.). We will not discuss them. Probably 
the results are of the same nature for all ways. 
Denote by A (n, T) the set of all the dictionaries which contain T binary n- 
length words, n and T are natural. A map f: E" --+ [0, m - 1 ] is said to be 
uniform, if ] f -~  (0)I . . . . .  I f  - 1( m - 1 )1. 
Turn to the question we are concerned with: how to choose a good hash- 
function? Suppose any dictionary of A(n, T) is equally likely to appear. 
Then, as it is shown in Claim 2, the mathematical expectation of the index 
I ( f ,D)  over D EA(n,T)  is minimal iff f is uniform. That is why a 
nonuniform map will not be used as a hash-function. But which uniform map 
to choose? Each one of them is on average just as good as any other. On the 
other hand, whichever map f one selects, there is a dictionary D on which f 
performs terribly, i.e., I(f, D) is very large. So it looks more promising to 
seek a good set of hash functions rather than a single one. Such a set should 
for any directionary contain a good enough uniform hash-function. By the 
way, many authors propose usually not one, but several hash-functions. A
chosen function being bad they recommend to rehash, i.e., to drop it and to 
take another. We came to the following 
DEFINITION. Given a wordlength n, a cardinality of dictionaries T, a 
loading factor a and a desirable index level a, a set M of uniform maps from 
E" to [0, m -- 1], m = T/a, is called a-hash-set, if for any D E A(n, 7) there 
is a map f E M such that l(f,  D) <~ a. The symbol N(n, 7", a, a) stands for 
the cardinality of the minimal a-hash-set. 
I f  one wants to get a hash-function whose index on a given disctionary is 
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less than a number a, one might pick a function f at random out of an a- 
hash-set and repeat he procedure if not in luck, i.e., if I(fi D) > a. The less 
the cardinality of the a-hash-set, he more the probability to make a good 
choice and the less the number of rehashing. 
Thus, it is of interest o find N(n, T, a, a) and to develop nearly minimal 
hash-sets. It is the first aim of the paper. 
The same question: how to choose a good hash-function? may be 
understood another way. It is necessary to choose the best function f such 
that I(f,, D) ~ a, given a dictionary D and a performance l vel a. Functions 
are to be calculated by a computer, so we may decide that the best function 
is one with either the shortest program or the minimal time of calculation or 
the minimal computer space used. Albeit any of those decisions is possible, 
we select the first one, so that the complexity L(f)  of a function f is meant 
to  be the bit length of a shortest program calculating f, i.e., L( f )  is 
Kolmogorov complexity of f. The reason to concentrate primarily on 
program length is that search methods differ much more in this complexity 
measure than in two others. Still, some attention will be paid to running time 
and computer space as well. 
We will say some more about program length. Being fed first with a 
program and then with a word x an initially empty computer produces the 
hash-address f(x). If one wishes one can distinguish two parts of a program. 
The first one is input information and is a sort of compressed representation 
of a dictionary D. The second or controlling part of the program consists of 
several computer instructions which say how to operate both the input infor- 
mation and a word x to produce f(x). The controlling part does not depend 
on a dictionary. The main contribution to the program length is made by the 
input information. The program length is computer independent 
asymptotically. The diagram of address computing is shown in Fig. 1. 
Given a dictionary D, a loading factor a and a performance l vel a, let 
L(D, a, a) stand for the minimum program length L(f)  of all uniform maps 
f from E n to [0, m - 1 ], rn = [O [/a with I(f ,  D) ~< a, and let L(n, T, a, a) = 
supD~a~n,r~ L(D, a, a). The number L(n, T, ct, a) is the bit length of a shortest 
program producing hash-addresses for the worst dictionary D C A(n, T) with 
the index not exceeding a. The second aim of the paper is to provide any 
D C A(n, T) with a uniform map f such that I(f ,  D) ~< a and f is simple 
enough. The cardinality T is presumed to be a divisor of 2 n without loss of 
generality. 
There is a tradeoff between the desired performance level a and the 
complexity L(n, T, a, a): the more the level a, the less the complexity. We 
are interested in tracing this tradeoff. 
Such a statement of the hashing problem seems natural enough, though, 
probably it was not discussed earlier (see Knuth, 1973; Knott, 1975) and the 
references there. 
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FIG. 1. Hash-address computation. 
Albeit we will busy ourselves with the set A(n, T), other sets may be 
studied the same way. Our approach to the problem enables us to discuss 
both collision-free and hash-search methods on equal footing. Next we 
review the main of them and give our results on such a background. 
1.2. A Review of Search Methods and the Main Results of the Paper 
Basic computational characteristics of a key-address map are its program 
length, running time, and space used. They are displayed in Table I for main 
retrieval algorithms. 
Being stored with a program, a computer produces the address f(x) from 
a word x. We measure in bits the sizes of both the program and the 
additional memory necessary for calculations. Although program size does 
not depend asymptotically on the computer, space size and running time do. 
Our computer is supposed to have random access memory and all usual 
operations. When estimating the running time, the length of its machine word 
is supposed to equal the length n of words of a dictionary. 
A map from E" to [0, m-1] ,  m = T/a, is called strong for a diction- 
ary D, if it takes all words out of D to a number the same for all x E E" \D, 
and different from all f(x), x ~ D, so that one can tell through f(x) 
whether the search is successful or not, i.e., whether x C D or x ~ D. An 
arbitrary map is called weak, so any strong map is weak as well. That is 
why the lower bound of the program length for weak algorithms is much 
less than that for strong algorithms. Those bounds are L(n, T,a, 0 )~ 
643/62/1-5 
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Tlog 2e(1 + (1/a)(1 - -a )  ln(1 - -a ) )  and L~(n,T,a,O)~/ T(n-- log 2 T), 
respectively, where LS(n, T, a, 0) is the program length of the best collision- 
free strong map for the worst dictionary D ~ A(n, T), log x = log2 x. The first 
bound was proved in Krichevsky, (1978a), the second one in Krichevsky, 
(1978b), under the condition 0 < lim(log T/n) < 1. 
In this paper the scope of lower bounds is enlarged to cover the 
hashing: L(n, T, a, a) > cT if a < a; L(n, T, a, a) > c log T; L(n, T, a, a) > 
log(n - 2 log T), if a > a. (Throughout the paper e is a positive constant, and 
the same letter e may stand for different constants). Conditions for those 
bounds to hold are in the theorem. 
The point is that the lower bound for hashing program length L(n, T, a, a) 
nearly equals one for collision-free methods as long as we want to have only 
maps with the index less that the loading factor a. Thus, there is not much 
use in hashing until a < a. However, no sooner are we ready to accept maps 
whose index equals a, as the lower bound will decrease quite essentially so 
that the program length of hashing becomes much less than one of collision- 
free algorithms. Our bounds are tight enough. It is interesting to compare the 
program length of a search algorithm with those bounds. 
Proceed to Table I. The first part of the unordered search program for a 
dictionary D is the concatenation of T n-length words w, w C D. The 
instructions of the second part say: compare the first n-length subword of the 
concatenation with an n-length word x. If they are equal, then f(x) = 0, else 
go to the second subword, and so on. If x q~ D, f(x) = 0, thus the method is 
strong. The running time equals eT in the worst case. 
The first part of the logarithmic search program for D is the concatenation 
of words of D lexicographically ordered. The instructions ay: compare x 
with the middle n-length subword of the concatenation and then go to the left 
or right, etc. The program length is the same as with unordered search, 
whereas the running time is O(log T). 
The enumerative algorithm is as follows. Let val w be the number whose 
binary notation is a word w. Associate to a dictionary D the binary 2"- 
length word 2~(D), whose val wth letter is either 1, if w E D, or 0, if w ~ D. 
The word z(D) contains T= ]D[ units and 2" - T zeros. Index all binary 2"- 
length words with T units from 0 to T C2,-- 1. Make the index of the word 
z(D) to be the first part of the enumerative program. Its length equals 
log C~, = T(n -- log T) bits asymptotically, if 0 < lira(log T/n) < 1, as it is 
easily seen from Stirling formula. To find the address f(x) of a word x first 
write z(D) via its index, i.e., the first part of the program. The algorithm 
from Cover (1973) can be used for this purpose. The running time and 
additional space are enormous: o(2n). Then count the number of units to the 
left of the val xth position of z(D). It is just f(x). Thus, enumerative 
algorithm meets the lower bound of program length, but it consumes a lot of 
time and space. 
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Digital search in Knuth (1973) is defined by a binary tree with T leaves. 
All 2T -  1 nodes of the tree are numbered, and each of them is supplied with 
the numbers of its sons. These numbers are called links. The links of the 
leaves are 0. The first part of the digital search program is the concatenation 
of 2T- -  1 Ilog 2T]-length links. The second part says: take the first digit of a 
word x and go to either the left son of the root if it is 0, or else to the right 
one, and so on. If all words of the dictionary have the same first digit, it is 
no use to look at it, and the algorithm is to be slightly modified. So, the 
program length is CT log T, the running time is O(n). The algorithm is weak. 
The program length of the digital search can be lessened up to CT log n. 
For this purpose one should examine the digits of a word x in a special 
succession, see Krichevsky (1978b) rather than in their natural order as in 
Knuth (1973). There is a strong variant of the same algorithm in that very 
paper. It meets the lower bound T(n - log T) for the program length of the 
strong search. 
A weak retrieval algorithm with the shortest program was developed in 
Krichevsky (1978a). Its program length meets the aforesaid lower bound 
which equals T logz e, if a = 1. 
Note that "Oxford Dictionary" by A. S. Hornby gives such a definition: 
"a dictionary is a book dealing with the words of a language, and arranged 
in ABC order." But both weak and strong optimal retrieval algorithms 
Krichevsky (1978a, 1978b) give up the ABC arrangement; to achieve the 
shortest program length, he arranges the words in orders quite different from 
alphabetical. 
The review of collision-free algorithms is concluded. Go to hashing. If one 
wants to get a hash-function with index a < n, one can take the weak map of 
Krichevsky (1978a). Its program length equals the lower bound to within a 
factor C. If index a = a, we develop in the theorem for a dictionary D a map 
with program complexity n(1 + o(1)) which equals the lower bound C log T 
to within a factor C. The map is called K-linear and is as follows: Let 
m = 2", /a is natural and a divisor of n. Choose an irreducible polynomial 
g(x) of degree/a with coefficients from GF(2). Any polynomial over GF(2) 
o f /a -  1 or less degree can be considered a residue modulo g(x) and an 
element of GF(2"). Any binary n-length vector b defines a linear map ~%. 
Partition n-length vectors b and x into n//a successive/a-length sub~ectors 
bl,...,bn/, and Xl,...,xn/.. Let the hash-address of a word x be ~%(x)= 
xlbl+. . .  +xn/, .b, / , ,  let x i and bi be members of GF(2"), and 
multiplication and addition be performed in this field. The hash-address 
~0b(x ) is a/~-length vector representing a number from the range [0, m - 1 ]. 
The n-length vector b is the first part of the hashing program, the controlling 
part is a set of computer instructions to calculate %(x). As it is proved in the 
theorem, for any dictionary D there is a vector b such that I(~0 b, D) ~< a. 
If we accept maps whose index exceeds the loading factor a, then the 
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following K-polynomial maps are of use. Such a map ¢c is defined by a/l- 
length vector C" 
n/u 
= Z X, . C 
i=1 
The calculations are within GF(2~'), the hash-address i within [0, m-  1]. 
The vector C is the first part of the hashing program. As it is proved in the 
theorem, for any dictionary D, there is a vector C such that I(~oc,D)<~ 
an~log m(l + o(1)). Program length of K-polynomial hashing agrees with the 
lower bound less satisfactorily than that of K-linear hashing. 
Hash-sets which a hash-function can be taken at random from are also 
developed in the theorem. The lower bound for log N(n, T, a, a) is the same 
as for L(n, T, a, a). The upper bound for the first quantity is slightly better 
than for the second one: logN(n, T ,a ,a)  <log T, a=a;  and 
log N(n, T, a, a )< ~ log T, a > a. The reason for that is that hash-sets are 
constructed implicitly, using "covering lemma," see Section 9. This lemma 
provides a small enough hash-set M, but it cannot guarantee that functions 
f C M have short programs. 
It seems appropriate to mention here an interesting paper of Jaeschke 
(1981). He shows that for any distionary D there are constants C,A, r such 
that the map x -~ [C/Ax + r] is injective on D. The index of the map equals 
0, the loading factor a = 1. Such a map is called perfect. It is said in the 
paper cited that the constants C,A,r  are regretfully very great. An 
explanation of this phenomenon is provided by the lower bound of 
L(n, T, a, O) which is Tlog e. The constants C, A, r play the role of the first 
part of a computer program for perfect hashing. Thus, the sum of their 
logarithms could never be less than T log e, which is a big enough number, 
because log T usually equals Cn. 
We end our review with an application of hashing to the information 
theory. Let a source produce a sequence of n-length words from a dictionary 
D, ]D I = T. The sequence is to be transmitted through a noiseless channel. 
Choose a loading factor a and a hash-function f, I(f, D) = a, program length 
L( f )  of f  is C log T. Such a function exists thanks to the theorem. Encode a 
word x, x E ,  by the concatenation of f(x) and of the number of x in the 
succession of words y, colliding with x, i.e., f (y )= f (x),  y @ D. The average 
codelength equals [log(T/a)] + ( l /T)  Y~_-01 ik [log ik], where m = T/a, 
i x  (i0,.--, ira-l) is the signature o f f  on D. Obviously, this codelength is not 
more than logT- - loga+I ( f ,D)+l~<logT+a- - loga+2=logT+C,  
see (1.2). So, the average number of bits transmitted is slightly more than the 
minimum value log T. But the program lengths of encoding and decoding 
functions are O(log T) = O(n). The average time to find x in the list of all y, 
f (y )=f (x ) ,  is t ( f ,D)=a/2 + 1 = C. So, the program and time perfor- 
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mances of such a hashing transmiting scheme are very good, much better, 
than those of any collision-free ncoding procedure. A disadvantage of the 
scheme is that the separate lists of colliding words are to be kept on the 
input and output. One hash-function may suit several disctionaries. 
1.3. The Structure of the Paper 
The main result is the theorem (Sect. 6) which yields asymptotic bounds 
for L(n, T, a, a) and N(n, T, a, a). Its proof is rather longish and is divided 
into three paragraphs: Section 7--lower bounds, Section 8--implicit upper 
bound for the cardinality of hash-sets and Section 9---explicit upper bound 
for both that cardinality and program complexity. Three cases: (i) the index 
is less than the loading factor, (ii) they are equal, (iii) the index is more than 
the loading factor, are to be considered separately. Paragraphs 2-5 are 
preliminary. 
The upper bounds of program length L(n, T,a,a) are obtained in 
Section 9 via the general method of hash-sets construction from Section 2. 
Perhaps, some other interesting hash-functions, apart from K-linear and K- 
polynomial, may be produced by the method. 
To get other bounds, we find (Sect. 3) for how many dictionaries an 
arbitrary function has an index a and how many functions f are there for a 
dictionary D, such that I(f, D)~ a. Both those numbers are approximated 
by Poisson distribution. For the approximation to hold the condition 
lim Ta/2 n = 0 is required. But the results, probably, remains the same even 
without his condition. In Section 5, Lemma 3 we find asymptotic bounds for 
the number of dictionaries on which f has index either less or more than the 
given number a. These bounds are obtained by means of "large deviations 
theorems" for sums of independent variables of probability theory. We use 
the inequalities of Nagaev, Petrov and Bernstein. If, on the one hand, we 
know the number of all dictionaries in A(n, 7) and, on the Other hand, the 
number of dictionaries D, for which I(f, D)<~ a, then their quotient is a 
lower bound for N(n, 7", a, a). This is the way to obtain lower bounds for the 
cardinalities of a-hash-sets, a < a, Section 8(i). But if a = a, then the index of 
a function is less than a on a half of all the dictionaries in A(n, 7). Hence, 
the aforesaid way of reasoning produces a trivial bound N(n, T, a, a) ~ 2. To 
receive a tighter bound log N(n, T, a, a)~/C log T of the theorem, it is 
necessary to use a less obvious method. Given an a-hash-set 
F= {fo ..... ffrl-1}, we restrict the maps f,. to a subset X~_E ~ in order to 
decrease their ranges and to make the mathematical expectations El(f,., D) 
more than a, D ___X, i = 0,..., IF] - 1. The index of a mapfi  will be less than 
a only for a small part of dictionaries D ~_X, and hence IFI must be large 
enough. To implement the idea we use Chebyshev inequality (Lemma 5) and 
an inequality between y~a~l )~ and y~_~l hai, Lemma 4. 
The maps f,., being uniform on E ", cease to be such on X. That is why we 
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could not use the inequalities of Lemma 3 and have to handle dependent not 
identically distributed variables in Lemma 5. 
The lower bounds for L(n,T,a,a) are deduced from those for 
N(n, T, a, a) through the inequality 
L(n, T, a, a) >/log N(n, T, a, a) -- 1. (1.4) 
The inequality holds, because there are no more than 2 L+~ functions whose 
program length does not exceed L, L > 0. If (1.4) is not true, then 
N(n, T, a, a) <<. 2L+ 1 < 21ogN(n,T,a,a)--l+ 1 a contradiction. 
In Section 4 we prove that the best single hash-function for A(n, T) is 
uniform. 
In Section 8 implicit upper bounds for N(n, T, a, a) are obtained via 
Nechiporuk's "covering lemma," an equivalent of random coding. 
2. A METHOD TO CONSTRUCT HASH-SETs 
Let n and m be natural, ~= {~01 ..... ~0l¢l} be a set of maps from E n to 
{0 ..... m-  1}, ]q~l be the cardinality of ~. Tensor product ®q~ of ~1 ..... ~or~, I 
is the map which takes a word x C E n to the concatenation ~01(x ) ..... ~ol~,l(x ). 
The distance p(a, b) between two equal length words a and b in the alphabet 
{0 ..... m - 1 } is understood to be Hamming, i.e., it is the number of positions 
which have different letters. 
Claim 1. Let q J={¢ l  .... ,9f¢1} be a set of maps from E" to 
{0, 1,..., m - 1}, n > 0, m > 0, such that minx.y~E,p(® q~x, ®q~y) = r, r > 0. 
Then for any dictionary D containing n-length binary words there is a map 
~0 o~ q~ whose index on D does not exceed 
I(~oo,D) <~ (lDl - l) (1 -  ]-~) . 
Proof. Make a table for a dictionary D. The lines of the table correspond 
to the words of D, the columns, to the maps of q~. We put ~0(w) at the inter- 
section point of the w-line and (p-column, w ~ D, ~0 E q~. Sum up all the 
distances between the lines of the table. On the one hand, the sum is not less 
that ([D[ ( [D[ -  1)/2)r, from the conditions of the lemma. On the other hand, 
the sum may be obtained by summing I~1 addends up. The ith of them 
equals the sum of all the distances between letters of the ith column, 
i--1,...,1~'1. Hence, there is a map ~00C q~ such that the corresponding 
addend is not less than (IDI (IOl- 1)/2 I~1). r. Let i k be the number of 
words w, w E D, for which ~00(w ) = k, k ~ {0, 1,..., m - 1 }. 
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Obviously, 
m-1 
ik= IDI. (2.1) 
k=0 
The addend corresponding to (Po equals Y~,Wl ,W2~DP(~Oo(W1) ,~Oo(W2))  = 
1 /2 ~r~- I  C 2 because p(~0o(wl),tPo(W2) ) = 0, if ~o0(wl) = IDl(lOl-- ), -~k=o ,:  
~Oo(W2). Thus, 
[Ol ( IOl -  1) m--1  IOl (IOl- 1) 
2 ~2 Cff~ >/ 2 I~1 • r. (2.2) 
k=O 
According to (1.2), 
1 m--1 
- -  ~ i 2 -1 .  (2.3) 
/ (~0o,O)= [Ol ,=0 
From (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) we get 
( rt I (~oo ,D)~( lD l - -1  ) 1 - -~ . Q.E.D. 
3. CLUSTER D ISTR IBUT ION 
We will use multiindex notation. If  a= (a 1 . . . . .  as), b= (bl,...,bs) are 
vectors, then a! = a I ! . . . . .  a s t, a b = a~ 1 . . . . .  abs s, lal = a l  q- "'" + as .  
Let there be a set X~E" ,  a map f :X~ [0, M-  1], and a dictionary D, 
IDI = T, T> 0. The signature of a uniform map is denoted by the letter u, so 
that u = (IXI/M,..., IXI/M). 
The symbol px(i) stands for the probability to meet a dictionary on which 
a map with the signature x on X has got the signature i, provided all 
dictionaries D, D cX ,  I O l  = Iil = T, have the same probability. That 
probability depends only on the signature x of a map. The symbol /~x(i) 
stands for the probability to meet a map having the signatures x on X and i 
on a dictionary D, provided all maps f with the signature x have the same 
probability. 
LEMMA 1. For a set X, a number T and vectors x and i, Ix[ =[X[ ,  
Ill = 7:, the probabilities Px(i) and fix(i) are equal and 
x! IlL! (Ixl- Lil)! 
px(i) = :A i )  = i! (x - i)! Ixl! 
Proof. Let f be a map with a signature x. To obtain a dictionary D ~_ X 
on which f has a signature i one shall select i k words from x k words taken 
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by f to k, k = 0,..., M - 1. Therefore, the number of such dictionaries equals 
C~° ° . . . . .  C iM-~ -xV/ i t (x - i)! Dividing that by the number C(x I of all 
XM_ 1 - -  "1  " \  . 
dictionaries we obtain p~. 
A map f with the signatures x on X and i on a dictionary D takes i k 
words of D and x k - ik words of X\D to k, k = 0 ..... M- -  1. There are T[/i! 
ways to partition D into M subsets with cardinalities (io,...,i~t_l)=i. 
Likewise, there are ( Ix I"  73!/(2 - i)! ways to partition X\D into M subsets 
with cardinalities x - i = (x 0 - i 0,..., xM_ ~ - iM_ 1). Multiplying those 
numbers and dividing the product by the number I xl!/xt of all maps with 
signature x, we obtain that p~(i) = ~x(i). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a set, T be a number, x and i be M-dimensional 
vectors, M>/1, 2=(T/ lx l )x ,  T2/IXI-,O. Then the distribution px(i) is 
majorized by Poisson distribution to within the factor T! efT - r :  
~ T). Px(i) <~-~. e-r(Tt  e fT  - 
Moreover, if x is uniform, i.e., x= (]X]/M, .... ]Yl /m ), and the condition 
1 T M-1 .  ( / ) ~k=o t2 <~ C holds, then 
pu(i) =t~.  / e - r (1  + o(1))(T! efT- r ) ,  
o(1) is uniform over i, T! e fT  - r ~ v~nT. 
Proof. From Lemma 1 we have 
T!xo . . . (x  o - i  o+l ) . . . (x  M_ I - iM_ I+ I )  (3.1) 
Px(i) =-~-.~ Ixl (IXI- 1)... (IXI- T+ 1) 
The equality (3.1) implies 
r!(Xo 'O (X ,ll 
px(i)<~-ff. \ lX l /  " " \  IXl / 
where 
"~1, (3,2) 
T - -1  -1 
1 tt 
If x o . . . . .  x~t_ l  = IXI/T, then 
(x0 
Pu(i) ~lXl/ " " \  IXl / ~271, 
(3.3) 
where 
~2 
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(1 -  ~XI ) "" (1 -  i° - l " T) "" (1 -  ~X~ ) "" ( iu 1X]1-1 4 .  
As it is easily seen, the inequality 
-x  ~ ln(1 -x )  ~ -2x  
holds, 0 ~< x ~< ½. Using it, we obtain 
2 T 1 T(T-- 1) 
0 ~< In 7~ ..~ IX]" ~ j Ixl 
The same inequality ields 
T M-1 
I ln~21~C'~ ~0 i2" 
The inequality (3.4) and the condition T2/IXI ~ 0 yield 
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(3.4) 
(3.5) 
71 ~ 1. (3.6) 
The same condition (3.5) and the inequality E~/=--01 "2 tk<~ CT imply 
7z --* 1. (3.7) 
Formulae (3.2) and (3.6) imply the first claim of the lemma, whereas 
(3.3), (3.6), and (3.7)---the second one. The asymptotic equality 
T! e T • T - r .,, 2~ is equivalent to the Stirling formula. Q.E.D. 
4. SINGLE HASH-FUNCTION 
Claim 2. The mathematical expectation El(f, D) of the index of a map f 
over all D c X equals 
T- - l (  M-1 ) 
Z x -I , IXl~--  1) k=0 
where x = (x 0 ..... xM 1) is the signature of f on X. The mathematical expec- 
tation is minimal iff f is uniform. The minimum tends to fl = T/M, as 
T/qXl--,O. 
Proof. Let y = (Y0 ..... YM-1), ] = (1 ..... 1), p(y) = ('-1 + y)X. 1/C(xl " The 
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probability p~ equals the coefficient at yt in the polynomial p(y). The 
mathematical expectation EiZk, k = 0 ..... M - 1 equals the coefficient at z r in 
Yk 8y~. Yk ~Yk P(Y)lyO:Sl . . . . .  yM_,=z" 
Differentiating, we obtain 
Eizk=T'xk ( (xk -  1 ) (T -  i) ) 
IX--~" ~(~----1- t- 1 . 
Substituting it into (1.2), we find El(f, D). The minimum of/.g=o~M-1 x 2k, under 
the condition Y~t~- lxk=[X  [, is assumed at the point x o . . . . .  XM_I = 
IXI/M. Finally, we easily find lira minr /m -,o I ( f ,  D) = TIM = ft. Q.E.D. 
5. LARGE DEVIATIONS PROBABILITIES 
Given a set X, numbers T, M and a vector x = (x 0 . . . . .  XM_I) , we denote by 
Px(1 >< b) the probability to meet a dictionary D c X, I Ol = T on which a 
function f with the signature x has the index I ( f ,  D) ~ b, b > 0: 
Px(I ~ b) = ~ px(i) 
54--1 
.2  kXbr+r, 
k=0 
I /1=7 " . 
(5.1) 
That probability is the same for all functions with the signature x. 
LEMMA 3. Let M, T, IX[ tend to infinity, T/M=fl = const, T2/IX[ ~ O. 
Then for any C > 0 there are positive constants C 1, C: such that 
(i) p.(I<~fl- C) < e -c'T 
(ii) pu(/> fl + C) < e-C~ ~ ~. r. 
Proof. Let 2 = (T/IXI)u = (fl,...,fl). From Lemma 2 and (5.1) we have 
pu(l <~fl- C)=e-r  ~-~. 
M--1  
1i[ = T, ~ izk<~flT+T-CT. 
k=0 
(5.2) 
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Ignoring the condition l il = T may only increase the right-hand side of (5.2): 
pu( l<~f l -C)<~e-r~-~.2~(1  + o(1)) 
(5.3) 
M--1 
i~ <~ flT + T -  CT. 
k=O 
Consider a sequence of independent identically 
variables ~o ..... ~M-1 with the distribution 
p(~j = r 2) = e -6 .  r~-' r >/O, 0 ~< j ~< M - 1. (5.4) 
distributed stochastic 
Their first two moments are 
eCj=9+/~:, E(¢j - E~j): = 4fl 3 + 6flz + 9. (5.5) 
From (5.4) and (5.5), 
M--1 ) ~i 
P (~=o ~i-E~J<~-CT =e-r~'~" 
(5.6) 
M--1 
7 i~ < 9v + ~-  CT. 
k=0 
(i) Deviations to the left. Consider a function tp(t), 
~o(t)=e-tttJ-E'J)=e -~~ e -t~r2-~O ~., j=0 ,  .... M- -1 .  (5.7) 
r :0  
Series (5.7) converges uniformly, 0 ~< t ~< 1. Obviously, 
9 r 
(p(0) = 1, (p'(0) = 0, ~O"(t) = e -~ ~ e-ar2-etP(r 2 --E~j) 2 ~. 
r=0 
~< etE~J • e (~ j -  e~)  2 ~< c ' ,  o ~< t ~< 1. (5.8) 
Use (5.8) in Taylor expansion for ~o(t): 
t 2 
~0(t) ~< 1 +-~-.  C'. (5.9) 
Inequality 
Ee -ttgj-EgJ) ~ e c'/2"t2, O <~ t~ 1 
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follows (5.7), (5.9) and the obvious inequality ec'''2/2 >/1 + C' • t2/2. Now 
we can use the inequalities from Bernstein (1946) and from Petrov (1972, 
p. 70, Theorem 15), yielding 
( M--1 (~J E~j) ) \ J~=o -- < -CT  <. e -c2"r2/=Mc'= e -c'' 'r if CT < MC', P 
e-CT/2 if CT >1 MC'. 
Letting C 1 = min(C", C/2) we obtain from here, (5.6) and (5.3), Claim (i). 
(ii) Deviations to the right. Here we use Theorem 2.3 from Nagaev 
(1979, p. 765). Let g(x)= C V/x ln x. The generalized g-moment bg of the 
variable ~j. equals 
b g = e -~ ~ e c ~ 'n 'k~-E~i ' "  fl__~k 
k=O k! 
~e -3 ~__ e (Clklnk-klnk)( l+°(1))  
k=0 
This moment exists for small enough C, j = 0,..., M - 1. 
Taylor expansion for the exponent in Lagrange form and Stirling formula 
yield 
B k /~  
Pu((¢: - ECs) > CT) =e-6  ~ -~. <~ e-6 . e ~ . 
k2>Eg,+cr (v/CT + ECy)! 
~ e-C V~ l. r. 
This last inequality and the existence of the g-moment suffice for the Nagaev 
inequality to hold. It yields 
Pu ~j -EC j>CT ~e -c lv~lnT 
.= j o 
That inequality along with the one analogous to the (5.3) inequality 
;t i 
pu( I>f l+C)<~e-r .~-~.  (1 +o(1)) 2~ 
M--1 
k=O 
and analogous to the (5.6) equality 
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M- ,  ) hi 
°- =e- 27. 
M--1 
i~ >~ flT + T+ CT 
k=0 
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yield Claim (ii) of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
In Lemma 5 we need 
LEMMA 4. Let there be M > O numbers 2 o,..., 2~_ ~, 2 0 + ..- + A M_ 1 = T~ 
T > O, fl = TIM. Then 
M-1 M-1 )3/2 
i=0 
M_I ) 
+3f l ( i~_o 2~-Mf l  2 + Mfl 3. 
Proof. Find the maximum of the function 0.3 = ~ 2~ under the con- 
ditions 
0 .1=2o+ ... +2M_ 1 = T, 
M--1 
0.2= 2 2~=const. 
i=0 
Lagrange function is 0" 3 -  y~0.~-- 720"2, its partial derivatives are 
32~-2712 i - -y2=0,  i=0, . . . ,  M- -1 .  We have a second degree equation. 
Hence, the variables ;to,..., 2M_ 1 can take no more than two values at 
extremal points. Denote those values by x + fl and y + fl, and let the first of 
them be taken s times, the second one- -M-s  times, 0~<s ~<M. The 
conditions take shape 
sx + (M-s )  y = 0 (5.10) 
and 
sx 2 + (M -- s) y2 + Mfl2 = 0 .2  = const. (5.11) 
For the function 0.3 we have 
0.3 = sx 3 + (M- -s )y  3 + 3fl(sx 2 + (M- -s )  y2)+Mf l  3. (5.12) 
If  either s = 0 or s = M, then the inequality of Lemma 3 turns to an equality. 
If 0 < s < M, then from (5.10) and (5.11) 
Y = -- M -----~ x, x = ± ~/ (M -- s) /Ms ~ - Mil E. (5.13) 
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Substitute (5.13) into (5.12): 
03 :)= (V/o. 2 _ Mf12)3 M-  2s = • + 3fl(a 2 -Mf l  2) +Mfl 3. (5.14) 
v/Ms(M - s) 
The function (M - 2s)/x/sv/sv/~- s) is symmetric with respect o s = M/2 and 
is decreasing, 1 ~< s ~< M- -  1. Hence, 
M-  2s M-2  
~< . (5 .15)  
V/Ms(M - s) v /M(M - 1) 
As it is easily seen, if M >/2, 
M-2 
~< 1. (5.16) 
v/M(M-  1) 
Equality (5.14) holds at the extremal points. Using (5.15) and (5.16), we 
obtain the inequality of the lemma for M/> 2. If M = 1 that inequality holds 
obviously. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. 
T2/IXl o, 
fl ~ Ol ~- CT-  1/3 Then px(I <~ a) < CT-  1/6, C does not depend on x. 
Let X be a set, M, T numbers, x an M-dimensional vector; 
M, T, IX[ tend to infinity, a = const., CT 1/2 ) TIM = 
Proof. From (5.1) and Lemma 2, 
;d 
px(I <, a )~e- r .  ~-~. • IT! T - re  r] 
M--1 
li/ T, .2 = lk~aT+ T. 
k=0 
Here 2 = (T/ IXI)x = (2 0 ..... 2M_1), I)-I = T. Consider 
r /= (r/o,..., r/M_ 1) with the probability distribution 
-2 
P(~]O = i~ ..... ~M--1 "~- lM-1)  
= i--(.e-r[T!T-re r] if I i I=T ,  
(5.17) 
a stochastic vector 
Let 
" 2M-  1 YO "'" YM-- 1 ~0 = ¢(Yo,..., YM-1) = '~ 2~0"" iM--  iO iM--i 
Iil=r i! (T! T - r )  
= ea0y0+ .- • +-~.M-IYM-I . T[ T - r .  
= 0 otherwise. (5.18) 
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To obtain the mathematical expectation Er/K, we take yK(O/SyK)yr(O/~yi~)(O, 
then put Y0 . . . . .  YM-I = Y and pick the coefficient at yr  out: 
TT-2 T r 1 ) 
EtlK= T! T -r 2 2. (f--_~)l + (T-- I )~  2K 
2~ 
(5.19) =22+2K T" 
Likewise 
T T -  4 
Etl 2=TIT -r 2 4 (r_4)t +- 623 _ _  
T T -  3 
(r- 3)! 
T T -  2 
+ 722 - -  + 2K - -  
(T -  2)! 
T T -  1 
(T- 1)~) 
~<2 4 + 622 + 722 +2K (5.20) 
and 
(5.21) 
Next find the dispersion D of Y~t=- o' ~/k : 
~-, ))2 
D = E ( k~_o (tlk -- Eqk 
M-1 
= ~ (Et/~- (Et/k) 2) + ~ (Etlktl,-EtlkErlt). 
k=O k~l  
(5.22) 
Using (5.19-(5.21), we transform (5.22) into the inequality 
M--1 2 M--1 
D~< ~ (4~+622+2k)+~-k~=o (24+~3) 
k=0 = 
1 
(2k2t + +¥y ~2 ;~;,) 
k4:l 
1 k=0 0 (5.23) 
Chebyshev inequality, (5.17), (5.18), and (5.19) yield 
/ (M~I  i M~l )2 
Px(I<~a)<~D 2~- -ar -~-  k=o ;~' 
/ k=0 
(5.24) 
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Substitute the inequalities of the lemma and (5.23) into (5.24): 
Px(I <~ a) 
(o2--Mfl2) 3/2 ÷ (o'2--Mfl2)(f l  ÷ 1)+ Tfl + T+ Tfl 2 q- (1/T)(t72--Mf12)  
<<.c 
((0 2 -- Mfl 2) + T(fl -- a) -- (1/T)(a 2 -- Mfl 2) _f l)2 
(5.25) 
where o z = ~M_~I )~2. AS it is known, Tfl<~ a 2 <~ T 2 under the condition 
y~l  hi = T. Hence, 
1 
(a 2 -- Mfl2) 2 ~< (a 2 -- Mfl2) 3/2. (5.26) 
T 
Rewrite the conditions of the lemma as 
T(fl -- a) ~ CT 2/3, fl = o(rl/12). (5.27) 
Two cases may present themselves, either (aE--Mfl2)3/2~Tfl  2 or  
(tr 2 --Mfl2) a/2 > Tfl 2. In the former (5.25)-(5.27) yield 
px(I <<. a) < c Tfl2 (T 2/3 + o(T:/3)) 2 < CT -1/6. 
In the latter, 
(a 2 -- Mfl:)3/2 
px(I ~ a) < c 
(a 2 Mfl2):(1 + o(1)) 
1 
< ~1/3n4/3 < CT-U6. Q.E.D. 
1 [9 
6. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
Reminder: A(n, T) is the set of all dictionaries containing T n-length 
words; a-hash-set is a set of uniform maps from E" to [0, m -- 1 ] which for 
any D E A(n, T) contains a map f such that l ( f ,  D) <<. a; N(n, T, a, a) is the 
minimal cardinality of an a-hash-set given n, T, a, and a = T/m; L(n, T, a, a) 
is the minimal program length o f  the worst map from an a-hash-set. 
THEOREM. Let natural n, T, m tend to infinity in such a way that 
T 2 log T T 
- - -~  0, lim > 0, - -=  a = const. 
2 n n m 
Then 
(i) As long as the index a is less than the loading factor a, the 
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cardinality N(n, T, a,a) and the complexity L(n, T, a,a) are very great. 
More precisely, 
C 2 T < log N(n, T, a, a) < C1T 
C4T < L(n, T, a, a) < C3T. 
(ii) No sooner the index a equals the loading factor, as both those 
numbers diminish essentially, 
C log T < log N(n, T, a, a) < log T(1 + 0(1)) 
C log T < L(n, T, a,a) < n 
(the upper bound for L(n, T, a, a) holds under the condition: log m is natural 
and is a divisor of n). 
(iii) I ra  > a, 
log(n - 2 log T)(1 + o(1) < log N(n, T, a, a) < 1 log T(1 + 0(1)) 
log(n - 2 log T)(1 + 0(1)) < L(n, T, a, a) < log m. 
The upper bound for L(n, T, a, a) holds under the conditions: log m is 
natural and is a divisor of n, a = an/log m. 
Note that the condition lim(log T/n)> 0 implies log T> Cn, n~ ~.  
Hence, the lower bounds (i) and (ii) equal the upper ones to withing constant 
factors and may be considered tight enough. It is not so with the bounds 
(iii). 
7. LOWER BOUNDS 
(i) a = a - C, C > 0. According to Lemma 3 with fl = a, X= E n, 
M= m, we have pu(I<~fl -C)< e-cxr. It means that the index of any 
uniform map is less than a - -e  for e-Clrth part of A(n, T) at the most. 
Therefore, the cardinality N(n, T, a, a) of an a-hash-set cannot be less than 
(e-Clr) -1, and the lower bound (i) is proved. 
(ii) We prove by reductio ad absurdum that N(n, T,a,a)>/m ~/7, 
which is equivalent to the lower bound (ii). Let F be an a-hash-set for 
A (n, T) and suppose 
IF] < m 1/7. (7.1) 
Number the members of F from 0 till I F I -  1, F= {fo ..... f l r l  1}. We will 
develop inductively a sequence of sets E" = X ° D X ~ D ... D Xif  I. Suppose, 
the sets X 0 ..... Xt_ l ,  0 ~< i </F I  have already been determined. The set Xi_ ~ 
643/62/1-6 
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consists of, at most, m nonempty clusters with respect to the map f/.  The 
map f / takes  the words of a cluster to one and the same number. Take the 
largest cluster of X i_ 1, then the largest one of the remainder, etc., [m - m 2/3] 
clusters in all. Let X i be the union of the clusters taken. If  there are not so 
many clusters, let Xi =X~_ 1. The number of those clusters is at least 
(1/m)[m--mZ/31 part of all the clusters of Xi_ 1, Therefore, thanks to the 
way the clusters were chosen, 
IXil 1 (m_m2/3)  = 1 - -m -1/3. (7.2) 
Use first (7.2) successively and then (7.1): 
x~r~ . . . . . . .  IX, I x~ >/(l_rn_l/3)ml/7>/_~ ,1 m ~ .  (7.3) 
[Xol IXol Ix~,~_,l 
Inequality (7.3) and the condition l im(T2/2 n) = 0 of the theorem imply that 
lim -~L  = ~.  (7.4) 
Address Lemma 5 with XIF p playing the role of X. The range M of any 
f,. E F is [m - m 2/3 ] at most. For the ratio fl of T to M we have, on the one 
hand, 
T T T 
fl =--M )/ m -- m 2/3 + 1 >/ a + Cml/3' a =--.m (7.5) 
On the other hand, all maps are uniform on E ' ,  and any cluster has 
contained 2"/m words initially, Afterwards some words were deleted, hence 
for any f i  the set XIF I consists of no less than IXIFll • m/2" clusters. It and 
(7.3) yield for fl, 
T T .  2" 
f l=M~< IXiei l .  m ~< 2a. (7.6) 
Now we see from (7.4)-(7.6) that all conditions of Lemma 5 are met. Hence 
px(I  <~ a) <~ CT  -'/6, (7.7) 
where p~( I~a)  is the number of dictionaries DCXIFI, for which 
I(f~, D) < a, divided by ]XI, x is the signature of f/  on X, i = 0 ..... IF[ - I. 
The probability to meet a dictionary D ___XIF I such that there is i 0, 
0 ~< i0 < IF] - 1, for which I(f/o, D) < a is no more than 
IF] .maxxpx( I< a). As it follows from (7.1) and (7.7), this probability 
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tends to zero, m ~ ~.  Therefore, there is a dictionary D c XIF l such that 
l (D,  f i )  > a for all i, 0 ~< i ~< IVl- 1, a contradiction, because F is an a-hash- 
set for A(n, T). Consequently, (7.1) is not true, and the lower bound (ii) is 
proved. 
(iii) Given a and a choose a l ,  a 1 > a > a, and let 
a 
1 > y =- - .  (7.8) 
al 
As it follows from the conditions lim,_.oo(log T/n)  > 0 and lim(T2/2 ") = 0, 
there is a constant C a > 2 such that 
TCI~ > 2 n. (7.9) 
Let F be an a-hash-set F= {f0 ...... f ]F ] - - l}"  We are going to prove that 
]F l>/6n- -21ogT  (+  1 ) ,  (7.10) 
log(l /7) ' 6 = min ' 12(C1 - 2) 
from which the claim (iii) follows. Suppose, on the contrary, that 
n -- 2 log T 
IFI < 6 (7.11) 
1og(1/7) 
Develop a sequence E" = X o ~_ X 1 ~ ... ~_ XIF I of sets, like in (ii). The set X i 
consists either of [7rn] largest clusters of Xi_ 1, if there are so many clusters 
in Xi_ 1 with respect o f . ,  or else X i = X i_ ]. Obviously, 
XIF t >~ 2" • ylv,. (7.12) 
The relations (7.11), (7.12), and lim(T2/2 ") = 0 yield 
lim IXIFt I T2 = ~.  (7.13) 
For the ratio fl of T to the range of a map f. ,  0 ~ i ~ IF] - 1, we obtain, on 
the one hand, from (7.8), 
T a 
f i>~- - - -  _a ,>/a+(a l - -a  ). (7.14) 
7m ? 
On the other hand, X,v I consists of no less than XIF , , m/2  n clusters with 
respect o any f,. C F. Hence, from (7.9), (7.11), and (7.12), 
T"  2 n 
fl <~ - -  <~ aT  a/z. (7.15) 
m • XlF I 
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As it is seen from (7.13)--(7.15), all conditions of Lemma5 are met. 
Therefore, Px(l<~a)< CT -1/6. It yields, along with (7.11) and (7.9) that 
there is a dictionary D ~_ X on which all f~ ~ F have index more than a - -a  
contradiction. Consequently, (7.11) does not hold, and the lower bound (iii) 
is proved. 
The lower bounds for L(n, T, a, a) follow those for N(n, T, a, a) via (1.4). 
8. UPPER BOUND FOR THE CARDINAL IT IES  OF a -HAsH-SETs  
Upper bounds for N(n, T, a, a) will be proved by means of the following 
nice "covering lemma" from Nechiporuk (1965), see also Glagolev and 
Vasilev (1974). Let there be a set {K 1 ..... Kt}, l>  1, of subsets of a set A 
such that any x E A belongs to at least ),I subsets. Then for any natural s 
there exist at most s + (1 -- y)'  IA] subsets covering A, i.e., any x belongs to 
one of them. 
Take the set A(n, T) of all dictionaries D, IDI = T, D ~E n. It is well 
known that if T/2 ~ ~ O, then 
IA(n, T)} = cr, = 2 nH(2n/r)(l+°(l)) = 2 r{n-t°g r){l+°Cm, (8.1) 
where H(x) = -x  log x--  (1 -  x) log(1-- x) is the entropy of x. Number 
from 1 till some l, l > 1, all uniform mapsfwh ich  have 
?/ 
Xo~ . . .  ~Xm~l  ~- ,  m 
xi=l f - l ( i ) [ , i=O ..... m-  1. (8.2) 
Fix a number a. Denote by K i the set of all the dictionaries D ___ A (n, T) such 
that l(f~, D) ~< a, i = 1,..., l. The probability to meet a function f such that 
I ( f ,  D)~< a given a dictionary D equals the probability to meet a dictionary 
D, I ( f ,  D) ~< a, given f,  see Lemma 1. Hence, a dictionary D belongs to at 
least 7l sets, where 
7 = min p(l(fi, D) <~ a). (8.3) 
i=1 ..... l 
Depending on whether a < a, a = a, or a > a we have different bounds for 7 
and, consequently, for N(n, T, a, a): 
(i) a < a. We restrict ourselves to a rather rough obvious bound 
N(n, T, a, a) <~ N(n, T, 1, 0), a < 1. (8.4) 
The number N(n, T, 1, 0) is the cardinality of a minimal set M such that for 
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any D EA(n, T) there is an injection f :D-4 [0, T-- 1], fEM.  The upper 
bound 
log N(n, T, 1, 0) ~< Tlog 2 e (8.5) 
is proved in Krichevsky (1978a) under the condition lim(log T)/n) > 0 which 
holds here. The upper bound (i) of the theorem follows (8.4) and (8.5). 
(ii) a = a. The second claim of Lemma 2 implies that for a uniform 
map f :  E" ~ [0, m -- 1], (m/T) ~'~01 if = T + •2 where Z 2 is Pirson's y 2- 
statistic. As it is shown in Medvedev (1970), Z2-statistic under conditions of 
the theorem has asymtotically normal distribution. An immediate corollary 
of that is the inequality 
7 > ½ -- ¢, (8.6) 
where c is arbitrarily small, n~.  The "covering lemma" with 
s = [(1/7)In ~, IA I] + 1 yields, using (8.6) and (8.1), 
N(n, T, a, a) <~ CT(n -- log T). (8.7) 
The upper bound (ii) for N(n, T, a, a) follows (8.7) taking into account he 
condition log Tin > O, n ~ oo, of the theorem. 
(iii) a > a. Lemma 3(ii) provides a lower bound of 7: 
7 ~ 1 -e  -c~/¥1"r. (8.8) 
Next choose 
s = C 1 ~ (n - log T) (8.9) 
in the "covering lemma." We obtain, using (8.1) and (8.9), that the number 
of covering subsets is not greater than 
In T 
(n - log T). (8.10) 
The bound (9.10) takes the shape of inequality (iii) of the theorem, using the 
condition lira(log T/n) > 0 and its corollary lim(log n/log T) = 0. Q.E.D. 
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9. EXPLICITLY CONSTRUCTED HASH-SETS; 
HASH-FUNCTIONS PROGRAM LENGTH UPPERBOUNDING 
To be completed, the proof of the theorem needs upper bounds of 
L(n, T, a, a) only. 
(i) a < a < 1. An evident inequality 
L(n, T, a, a) <~ L(n, T, 1, O) 
which is similar to (8,4) is true. We use it with the inequality 
L(n, T, 1, 0) ~< Tlog e = T.  1, 4,..., 
from (Krichevsky 1978b) and get just the upper bound (i) of the theorem for 
L(n, T, a, a). 
(ii) K-linear hashing. Let log m = ~ be natural and a divisor of n, g(x) 
be an irreducible polynomial of the degree p with coefficients from GF(2). 
Residues modulo g(x) form the Galois field GF(2 ") so that any p- 
dimensional binary vector may be considered a p-degree polynomial and, 
consequently, a member of GF(2"). For any n-dimensional vector y we 
denote by Yl ..... y,,/~, its successive p-dimensional subvectors, so that the 
coordinates of Yl are the first p coordinates of y, etc. Any b E E n determines 
a map ¢b:En~ GF(2 ~') through the formula 
n/u 
¢~(x) = ~ b, "xi. (9.1) 
i=1 
Additions and multiplications are made in GF(2"). A member of GF(2") 
may be considered a p-dimensional vector and, hence, a natural number from 
[0, m- l ] .  Therefore, formula (9.1) provides a family • of maps 
~0 a: E n ~ [0, m - 1 ] of the cardinality 
I~1 = 2 n. (9.2) 
Let for some different vectors x'  = (x~ ,..., x~), x" = (x~' ..... x~') and a vector b 
¢b(x') = ~b(x"). (9.3) 
Rewrite (9.3) using (9.1): 
nlu 
bi(x~ + x~') = 0. (9.4) 
i=1  
There exists io, 1 ~ i o <~ n/p, such that x: + x:' + 0 since x' ,  x" are different. 
l 0 l0 
Given any (n/p)- 1 vectors except the i0th one, there is just one p- 
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dimensional vector bio satisfying (9.4). Therefore, there are (2u) (n/")-I  
different n-dimensional vectors b = (bl,..., b,/,), satisfying (9.4). It means 
that for any x, y ~ E", p(® q~x, ® q~y) >/r, where 
r = 2" - 2 "("/u-l) = 2"(1 - 2 - " )  (9.5) 
and ® cp is the tensor product of maps from the family cp. Claim 1 provides 
any distionary D with a vector b such that the index of the map ~o is not 
very great on D: 
(r)  
I(~pa,D)~(ID l - i) 1 - - -~  . (9.6) 
From (9.4), (9.5), and (9.6) we obtain 
T 
z(~0b, D) ~ (IDI- 1)(1 - 1 + 2 - " )  ~ - -=  a. 
m 
Thus, a-hash-set with loading factor a is developed. Its cardinality is 2" 
which is greater than the upper bound (ii) proved for N(n, T, a, a) in 
Section 8. But, unlike the hash-set of Section 8, this hash-set is developed 
quite explicitly. 
There are two parts in the program calculating a map ~0 b. The first of 
them is just the vector b of n-bits length. The second, controlling part, 
consists of several computer instructions to find the hash-address of a word x 
according to formula (9.1). We are not going to write those instructions. But 
it is dear  that they do not depend on the wordlength n. So, for the total 
length of the program L(n, T, a, a) we obtain 
L(n, T, a, a) ~< n + C = n(1 + o(1)) 
which is just the upper bound (ii). 
(iii) a > a. K-polynomial hashing. Let/1, g(x), x I ..... Xn/. be as in (ii). 
For a p-dimensional vector b define the map ~0o(X): 
n/u 
~Ob(X)-~ Z Xi hi-1' (9.7)  
i=1 
additions and multiplications are made in GF(2"). Letting b be any vector of 
/~-dimension, we obtain by (9.7) a family • of maps from E n to [0, m - 1 ] 
with the cardinality 
[cP[= 2" =m.  (9.8) 
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If x '  = (x~ ..... x ' )  =~ x" = (x[',..., x~') and for a vector b, ~%(x') = Ob(X"), then 
nlu 
~, (x[ +x[')b i-1 =0.  (9.9) 
i=1  
We get an algebraic equation for b of the degree n/t~- 1. At least one its 
coefficient is not zero. Hence, there are at most (n/lt- 1) /z-dimensional 
vectors satisfying (9.9) and for any x, y C E n, p(® ~x, ® q~y) ~ r, where 
n 
r= 2" - - - -  1, (9.10) 
# 
® q~ being the tensor product of maps from q~. Claim 1 yields that for any 
D~A(n,T)  there is a vector b=(bl,...,b,) such that I(¢b,D)<<. 
(IDI- I)(1 --r / I  ~1). From this, (9.8), and (9.10) we obtain 
I(~%,D)<~(T-- 1) (1 - -1  + - -  
n ) 
m log rn ~-m-1 
Tn an 
~< ml"og  ~ m (1 + o(1)) = log m (1 + o(1)). 
Thus, an a-hash-set of the cardinality rn is developed, a = 
(an~log m)(1 + o(1)) (log m = log T+ log a -1 < n, since lim(T2/2 n) = 0). 
The program for q~b consists of the vector b and several computer 
instructions according to (9.7). Thus, L(n, T, a, (an~log m)(1 + o(1)) < log m, 
which is the upper bound (iii). The proof of the theorem is completed. 
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